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Introduction 
Category Import Export extension allows administrators to import/export categories in bulk via a CSV file. 
The store administrator can easily manage categories and category attributes. It supports bulk 
categories update. This will reduce the time and the hard work of maintaining your categories. The store 
administrator can add as many Categories as they want in store by just creating and importing a CSV file 
with all necessary information about categories such as categories id, store id, patent id, name, 
description, category products, and so on. 
 
For example, if you have categories level like following  
 
Men 
----Clothes  
--------Pants 
------------Jeans 
 
Then you need to import a number of categories which are in tree level. So we have developed this 
extension in this manner that it supports such tree level. You can import as many child categories as you 
want just in one import process.  
 
This extension gives the ability to manage multiple records in a single operation. The store 
administrators can not only import new items, but also update, replace, and delete existing sets of 
products. For example, admin can add new products to your inventory, update product data and 
advanced price data, and replace a set of existing products with new products. If the admin has a large 
catalog of products, it’s much easier to export the data, edit the data in a spreadsheet, and import it back 
into the store. 
 
This extension is useful to:- 

★ Import/Export Product reviews 
★ Import/Export Product Attributes 
★ Import/Export URL Rewrites 
★ Import/Export Wishlist Items 
★ Import/Export CMS Pages 

Installation Process of the Extension 
★ Copy extension’s source code to root directory of Magento installation.  
★ After that run below command in terminal. 

 
php bin/magento setup:upgrade 
php bin/magento cache:clean  
php bin/magento setup:static-content:deploy 
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Backend Settings of the Extension 
Once the extension is installed, the Import Categories tab will appear on the Magento Admin Panel. In 
this further sub-menu options Import Categories and Export Categories. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Export Categories 
To export categories go to Magento admin panel > Import Categories tab > Export Categories. 
Select the store view and click on export all categories button. If required download sample file for 
reference.  
 
Note: It is recommended to export the categories before adding or updating the categories. 
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Import Categories 
 
 

 
 
 
The user needs to create a CSV file to import categories. Download the Sample File for reference. In the 
downloaded sample file of insert and update categories user will notice that Insert_Categories file has 
"categories" column and Update_Categories file has "category_id" column. "categories" column in 
insert sample file is for category name to be added in the path you specify in that column. "category_id" 
column from update sample file is category entity id. 
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Insert_Categories Sample File 
 
 

 
 
 
Update_Categories Sample File 
 
 

 
 
 
On import categories page, admin can select the required CSV file at the choose file option. This CSV 
file must have complete all data of categories to be imported such as category ID, store ID, parent ID, 
name, description, category products and then click on Import. 
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How Does the Extension Work? 

Step 1 - Export the existing list of categories 
To learn how this extension works, the first and foremost step is to export all the existing list of 
categories. To Export the categories:-  
 

★ Go to Magento Admin Panel > Import Categories tab > Export Categories. Save the CSV file 
created when clicked on Export All Categories. 

 

 
 
 

★ This file contains all the details of existing categories along with its ID. 
 

Step 2 - Importing the categories 
Importing of the categories is done in two cases:- 
 
i) While Inserting a new category/categories. 
ii) While Updating the existing category/categories. 
 

Insert Category 
★ Let’s check how to Insert a new category with the import categories option. Download the sample 

files which contain the format as per which the details have to be put in to insert a new category. 
★ For example, we insert a new category named “Latest” with all the required details as per the 

downloaded sample CSV file. 
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★ On Magento admin panel > Import Categories tab > Import Categories, choose the Insert 
Categories CSV file with the newly added category and click on Import. 

 
 

 
 
Now to check the newly added category on Magento admin panel > Catalog > Categories. If any 
changes are to be made to this newly added category can be made here and then click on Save. 
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Update Category 
★ Next, is how to update an existing category with the help of this extension. 
★ To update the category first export the categories so that we can get the existing list of the 

categories. 
★ Let’s update the recently added category “Latest”. We can find it in the exported the categories 

CSV file. 
★ Make the changes to the category in the format provided as per the update categories file in the 

sample file, save the changes and import the Update Categories CSV file in order to imply the 
changes made to the category.  

 
 
For example, We update the name of the “Latest” category to “Latest Collection”. 
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★ Once the category is updated import the updated category CSV file in order to imply the changes 
made to the category. 

 
 

 
 
 

★ To check if the changes made are implied, Go to Magento admin Panel > Catalog > 
Categories. The latest update made to the categories can be seen here. 

 
Note - The category will be updated in the store which is mentioned in the updated CSV file while 
updating. 
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Features of the Extension 
Import bulk categories and export categories to CSV file 
This extension enables to import and export categories in bulk which makes the work of admin much 
easier and quicker. 
 
Multi-store view supported 
As the multi-store view is supported in this extension admin can also work on different store categories 
import export easily. 
 
Add or update Products in categories 
With this extension adding and updating the product categories becomes smooth and hassle-free. 
 
Hierarchy of categories supported 
Admin can add an unlimited level of categories in one import process as this extension supports the 
hierarchy of categories. 
Add or update all category attribute with CSV file including category image 
Different attributes of the categories including images can be added or updated with CSV file which 
saves a lot of time. 
 
 
Add or update category images from web URL 
This extension also helps to add or update category images from web URL in a much smoother and 
easy way. 
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Contact Us 
Sometimes extensions already installed on your store may conflict with the extension. If you run into an 
error we want to help! 
 
Please contact us at Support Email. 
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